Fictional Mothers

ACROSS

1 Sound of merriment
5 159, to Fabius
9 Accept a plan
14 Fall guy
19 Alda or Arkin
20 Ethel's tenant
21 Within boundaries
22 Elevé's school
23 Don Juan's mother
25 Juliet's mother
27 Blameless
28 City slickers
29 Made a choice
30 Tidies up
31 Actor David
32 Buffalo backdrop
33 Carney or Buchwald
34 General Powell
35 ____ out: dwindled
38 Huntley, to Brinkley
41 Laurel's mother
44 Pasture
46 Metallic fabrics
48 Toronto's prov.
49 Ballerina's pointe
50 Email forerunner
52 Intention
53 Electra's mother
59 Billy Budd's captain
60 Midwestern grasslands
62 Beauvais department
63 Skid on water
65 Run in the laundry
66 “Whole ___ Shakin’ Goin’ On”
67 Conductor Walter
68 Rooming house sign
69 Popular cookie
70 Literary emporium
73 Buzzy place
74 Pearl's mother
78 “I __ gay musician . . .”
79 Stiller's partner
81 Have a bite
82 Wonderment
83 Camel's backbreaker
85 Start of the Lord's Prayer
86 Little Eva's mother
92 Merit
93 Feverish
95 Meg of “The Big Chill”
96 Norma Jean et al.
97 Peut---
99 Asian peninsula
100 Aided in crime
104 Algerian cavalryman
106 ___ bird
107 Vocal type
108 Peregrine's mother
110 Barnaby's mother
111 Columnist's squibs
112 Root the team on
113 “Type” sequel
114 Soothing ointment
115 Lion king, e.g.
116 TV emcees
117 Gives a bad review
118 Potato features

DOWN

1 Invited over
2 Solitary
3 McKinley adviser Mark
4 Supply explanatory notes
5 Lawyer's customers
6 Sally ____: teacakes
7 “Body Count” rapper
8 The “___ Affair”
9 River deposits
10 Cul-de-sac
11 “Candy is dandy” Nash
12 Settles with the piper
13 Kind RN's ministrations
14 Most lively
15 Sharper, in a way
16 Painted metalware
17 Citizen Kane's Rosebud
18 Nevertheless
24 Maple or box elder
26 Artery
28 Pickling agent
31 “Prince of Tides” actor
32 Conger catcher
34 Small change
35 Cabal
36 Scarlett's mother
37 Inventor of the plow
38 Applaud
39 “Age of Aquarius” musical
40 Berthe's mother
42 Trilled with
43 Confused
45 Dismissal, with the
47 Rocky debris
48 Linda or Maurice
54 . . . . not in a shower . . .”
55 Hobbes
56 Poet Marianne
57 Gunpowder ingredient
58 Impede, legally
59 Pinafore
61 Sicker-sounding German river
64 Perry and Skywalker
66 Singer Lena
67 Boo-boo
68 Traffic snarl
70 Side road
71 The Tentmaker
72 Plaything
73 Health plan init.
75 Creepy crawly
76 Levantine ketch
77 Muster one's forces
80 February birthstone
84 Laboratory vial
87 Anchor position
88 Hollywood aspirant
89 They steer boats
90 Feet of ____ weak side
91 Rudimentary stages
94 Kings' domains
97 Role for Bergman
99 Creates
100 Brother of Moses
101 The present
102 Author Madeline L’
103 Considers
104 Indulge to the max
105 Legal kind of bargaining
106 Yodeler's feedback
107 Rival of Ole Miss
108 Bro to sis
109 “____ bin ein Berliner.”
110 Swab the deck